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SUMMARY 

A wing swept back 35O, ti combination tith one basic body and three 
modified bodies, was investigated at Efsch numbers from 0.60 to 1.x). The 
tests, whkh included measurements of forces and pressure distrfbutions, 
were conducted in the Ames 2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel. The ting 
had an aspect ratio of 6, a taper ratio of 0.5, and RACA 64$015 sections 
normal to the .&d-chord Une Mb&h was ewept back 350. The basic body 
was a Sears-Haack body having a fineness ratio of 9. One of the modAfied 
bodies was indented according to the area rule so a8 to reduce the wave 

. drag at a Mach nunrber of 1. The other two modified bodies were designed 
7 by the ring-vortex.method of Kuchemann for allev%ating all, or part of, 

the ad,verse interference at the root of the Bweptback wing in an attempt 
to obtain the f'ull benefLt of sweep for dekying the drag rise. Both 
methods resulted in considerable reductions Ln drag at tranaonic speeds. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well lolown that the full benefit of sweepback for reducing 
coqressibilitydragathighsubsonic &chnumbera is generalLynot 
realized in practice largely because of lessee near the wing root end 
near the w3ng tips. Because of reflection at the plane of syumketry the 
velocltty field near the root of the sweptback w3ng at subsonic speed8 
is distorted from that for the infinite wing (refs. 1 and 2). The veloc- 
ity distortion can be corrected to 8ame extent eFther by alterFng the 
dng geometry or by contourfng the body in the ticinity of the wing. 
ShapZng the body to conform to the streaml3n ea of the oblique wing ha8 
been suggested fn reference 3 (see also refa. 4 and 5)- The use of 
ring vortices for de-t- the body shape ha8 been studied in con- 
siderable detail by Kuchm and Weber (refs, 6 and 7). Recent experi- 

a 
l . mental investigations (refs. 8 to 10) of the ring-vortex method of 

Kuchemarm have shown that considerable reduction8 in drag at hfgh sub- 
8onic hixh numbers can be obtaked by u8e of this method. 
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It is realized, of course, that the Kuchemann method csnnot be 
realistically applied at a design Mxh number too clo8e to lbecause of 
the general inadequacy of linearized subeonic flow theory which is used. 
Near aM3chnuCber of 1, a general rule conce3xxtngW%ve drag (that wave 
drag depend8 only on the axial distribution of cross-sectional area) 
has been demonstrated in a convLncing manner by Whitcomb (ref. ll), at 
least for configuration8 of sufficient slendernese. However, this .area 
rule cannot be expected to provide the ultimate design procedure when 
the combtition of wing aspect ratio and thickne8S-to-chord ratio is 
large. 

The purpose of the present investigation ia to extend the previoue 
experimental investigations of the Kuchemann method to trsnsonic Elach 
numbers and to compare t$e result8 with those obtained by application 
of Whitcotub*s srea rule. The present report gives the results of an 
experimental investigation at Mach number8 from 0.60 to 1.20 of one 
basic (Sears-Haack) body and three modified bodies in combination with 
a wing swept back 35O. One af the modified bodies was shaped by appli- 
cation of the ring-vortex .method of Kuchemann 80 a8 to cancel the dis- 
tortion velocity in the chord plane at the juncture of-the fuselage and 
the sWeptback w. 

The distortion velocity was assumed to be equal to the 8um of the 
unmodified-body afaturbance velocity and the distortion velocity at the 
center line of the sweptback Wing. Another of the modified bodies was 
shaped in a ,manner roughly simiti to the Kuchemmn modification but the 
maximum change in body radius was approximately-one half that for the 
Kuchemann modification. This model was tested ti order that some tide- 
cation of the effects of a reduced amount of body modification could be 
obtained. The third model was indented according to the area rule in 
such a way that the axial distribution of cross-sectional area was 
equivalent to that of a Sears-Haack body. 

It should be keIjt 5n mind that the area-rule and Kuchernann modifi- 
cations sre baaed on entirely dieferent cOnce@iS. Kuchemann'8 method 
uses ring vortices to shape the body so as to~~follow the streamline of 
the oblique wing but does not necessarily involve a chsnge ti body 
volume, wherea the area rule removes from the body the entire eXpO8ed 
volume of the wing. Furthermore, it should be recognized that the area 
rule is general in its apglicatioti while Kuchemmn *a method is restricted 
to swept-wing and body combinations. 
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IA similar experimental'study by Howell and BrasLow (ref. 12) has 
been publiehed recently. The result8 presented in reference 12 indicate 
that the two concepts can be combined to give greater drag reduction 
than can be obtatied by either concept alone; 

.-* 
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pressure coefficient, 

(local static pressure) - (free-stream static pressure) 
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local wing chord 
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wingmeanaerodynamic chord, ' 

s 
b/2 

CaY 
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chord at wing-body junction (chord through the point of 
intersection of basic body and mid-chord line of the 
swept wing) 

body length (distance from nose to theoretical point of 
closure) 

free-stream Mach number 

wing critical kch number based on simple-sweep concepts 

design mch number 

free.:s-@eam dynamic pressure, $ pVo2 

3 

body radius 

,&mum body radius 

radius of basic body at interaectfon with mid-chord line of 
swept wing 
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P free-stream density 

wing area 

streamwise perturbation velocity 

NACA IMA 

free-stream velocity 

distance behInd body nose 

angle of attack 

wing taper ratio 

angle of sweep, positive when swept back 

distance behind wing leading edge, dimensionless with 
respect to wing chord 

distance behind the leaddng edge of the wing-body junction, 
dimensionless with respect to the wing chord at the 
wing-body junction 

APPARATUSAND MODEXS 

Apparatus 

The tests were conducted in the Ames 2- by 2-foot transonic wind 
tunnel which is of the variable-density type and is equfpped with a 
perforated test section which permits test- models at any speed from 
the subsonic to the low supersonic. 

The models were mounted on a sting as shown in figure 1. The normal 
snd chord forces and the pitching moment were measured with electrical 
strain gages enclosed withti the model. I&iLtiple-tube mercury manometers, 
connected to pressure orifices In the model by flexible tubing, were 
photographed to provide records of the pressure distributions on the 
models. The force and pressure-distribution tests were ,made separately. 

Models 

Plan forms of the four wing-body combinations sre shown in figure 2. 
The wing used in combination with the var%ous bodies had an aspect ratio 
of 6, a taper ratio of 0.5, and NAC!A 642~015 sections normal to the 
50-percent-chord line which was swept back 35'. The center lines of the 
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bodies were located in the chord planeof the wing and all bodies were 
truncated, as shown in figure 2, to permit mounting on the sting. All 
the bodies, basic and modified, had cticular cross sections. 

Basic model.- The m-body combination designated basic model, see 
figure 2(a), had a body of revolution shaped accordfng to the Sears-Haack 
formula 

The body fineness ratio was 9 based on the theoretical length of body 
to closure and the maximumbodydI.ameter. 

tidels 1 and 2.- Plan forma of models land2 areshownin 
figures 2(b) and 2(c). Before modification, both models were identical 
to the basic model. described above. Further details concer&ng the 
body shapes In the vicinity of the wing-body junction are given in 
ffgure3. 

The body for model 1 was shaped arbitrarily and had appr0xImatel.y 
one half the maximum radial modification of model 2. (See fig. 3.) 
This modification reduced the basic body volume by about 2 percent. . 

The body shape for model 2 (referred to in the following discussion 
of the experimental data as the Kuchemam Ttaotification) was Calculated 
by the r--vortex method of references 6 and 7. Further details concern- 
ing the ring-vortex method, aa used here, 
of reference 8.2 

are to be found in the appendfx 
The body tie shaped (design Mach number 0.87) so as to 

induce at the junction a perturbation ve1ocLt.y of sufficient strength 
to cancel the sum of the basic body veloctiy and the dfstortion velocity 
at the center line of the sweptback wing. No special attempt was made 
to cancel aisturbances upstream or downstream of the junction. Calculated 
values of the perturbation velocities induced by the Kuchemann bodymodi- 
fication are shown fn figure 4. Thfs edification reduced the basic body 
volume by about 5 percent. 

Area-rulemodel.- The wing-body combination designated as the area- 
rule model was designed by consideration of Whitcomb*s rule for the 
reduction of wave drag at a Mwh number of 1. The body was indented so 
that the axial distribution of cross-sectional area for the wing-body 
combination was equivalat to that of a Sears-Eaack body having a fine- 
ness ratio of 9. Since the exposed volume of the wing was substantial 
(approximately 24 percent of the basic body volume) it seemed reasonable 

%e additional modification (leading to elliptical, instead of 
circular, body cross sectLone) described in the appendix of reference 8 
has not been annlied in the nresent case. 
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to increase the body size for this model so that the indented body had 
an enclosed volume equal to that enclosed by the original basic body. 
Details of the-body shape near the wing-body junctLon are presented in 
figure 3. 

Axial distributions of cross-sectional areas.- The axial distribu-- 
tions of cross-sectional sreas for the various bodies and the vario1.15 
wing-body combinations are shown In figure 5. 

# 

- 
* . . .- 

Location of pressure orifices.- The spanwise location of the wing 
pressure orifices is shown in figure 2. Nine orifices were along the 
wing upper surface, etsrting at.5-percent chord and terminating at 
850percent chord, and'eight orffices were along the wing lower surface, 
starting at lo-percent chord and terminating at Bo-percent chord. 

A single row of 16 pressure orifices, starting at the leading edge 
of the'wing-body junction Xne-and spaced 0.343 inch apart, was bc8ted 
at one side of the body. The first 10 or 11 orifices were 85 close as 
feasible to the body intersection line of the upper surface of the wing; 
the remaining orifices were in the wing chord plane downstream of the 
wing trailing edge. _. -.. --. - 

The models were tested through the Mach number range from 0.60 to 
1.20 with the tunnel operating at atmospheric total pressure. The 
corresponding Reynolds number (based on wing mean aerodynamic chord) 
varied from approximately 0.8x@ to 1.0x1@ (fig. 6). For most of the 
Mach number range the angle of attack was lImited because of strese 
limits on the balance flexurea. - 

Tunnel-boundary-interference corrections were not amlied to the 
data. These effects at subsonic speeds were mwn to have been minimized 
by the perforated test section. In the Ames 2- by 2Tfoot transonic wind 
tunnel, for .models of the size employed in the present investigation, 
the influence of the reflected waves on model characteristics is small 
and confined to the Mach number range from 1.00 to about 1.15. The 
magnitude of the effects of the reflected waves is not considered suffi- 
clently great to 8ffec-t the conclu~ione given in this report. 

The dm.g data have been corrected for 8x1 interaction in the balance 
mech8nism of normal force on chord force and-have been adjusted to renre- 
sent 
been 
tion 

free-stream static pressure at the model base. Corr&tione have= 
applied to the angle-of-attack settings to account for sting deflec- 
under aerodynamic loading of the model; _. _ - 

- . ;% 
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RESULTS 

7 

Force Studies 

me drag, lift, 8nd pitching-moment coefficients of the four models 
are presented in figure 7. Cross plots, which S- ize the more 
irQo&ant of the drag and lift characteristics, 5re presented in fig- 
ures 8 and 9. 

Dras;.- The variation of zero-lift drag coefficient with Mach number 
is shown in figure B(a). The lowest drag at the high subsonic &ch 
number5 was obt8ined by the area-rule modification, the drag rise of this 
model being tirtually eliminated up to 0.9 kch number. On the other 
hand, 8t supereonfc speeds the Kuchemann modificstion (model 2) resulted 
in the lowest dr8g. It is si@pificant to note the substantial reduction 
of wave dr8g obtainedby the body modification of model 1, fn view of 
the fact that this particular model wa5 modified a comparatively slight 
amount. 

The VEd8tfOIl of drag coefficient 8t 0.3CL with M&l number is 
shown in figure B(b). The reduction5 In drag obtained by the various 
modifications are coqasable to the drag reductions at zero lift. The 

I drag coef'fkients for the area-rulemodeiandtheKuchem8nnmodelare 
I Ln close agreement throughout most of the high subsonic Mach number 

range but the Kuchemann .model had considerably lower drag at supersonic 
M8ch nut&era. 

. 
I&f-b.- Thevariationof lift-curve slope (evaluatedatzero Uft) 

withEZzchnumber is shownfnfQure 9. The four models had8pproxlmately 
the same V~IJX%I Of lift-cWe Slope 8t subcritical speed55 but Sf&fiC5& 
differences occurred at transonic M8ch numbers. As might be expected, 
the basic model had the lowest lift-curve slopes at high subsonic speeds. 
However, the basic model had the highest lift-curve slopes for Each 
numbers above about 1.13. 

Modifyfng the body shapes iqroved the lift characteristfcs con- 
siderably at high subsonic Mach number5 where not only hAgher values 
but al50 smoother variations of lift-curve slope with increasing Mach 
number were obtained. Near 8 Mach number of 1.0 the highest lift-curve 
slopes were obtain4 as a result of the Kuchemann modification. 

JbsmE!nt.- An attempt to analyze the pitching-moment d8ta has not 
been made since it is well known that momentd8ta for swept wing5 5re 
particularly sensitFve to Reynolds number and attempt5 to use these 
data for full-scale configuration5 would be questionable. It can be 

%he critical M&h number for the swept wing, based on siqle-sweep 
concepts, is approximately 0.87. m. 
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noted from figure 7(c), however, that the various body modifications had 
little effect on the pitching-moment coefficients except nesr zero lift 
where , particularly at transotic speeds, the modifications reduced the 
variation of dCm/dC!L with CL. .m..= 

. 

Pressure Studies 

Pressure dIstributiona were measured chordwise near the wing mid- 
semispan and along one side. of. the bodies at the wing-body jur$tion. 

WM pressures.- A coqarison of wing pressure distribution5 at 
several Mach numbers, measured near.the wing ,mid-semispan, for the 
various models at zero angle of attack is presented in figure 10. The 
various body modifications resulted in large changes in the pressure 
distributions on the wing, particularly on the after part st the tran- 
sonic Mach numbers. The more favorable pressure distributions reault- 
ing from the body modification5 are evident, especi8lly for the area-rule 
modification at 0.94 Mach number and for the Kuchemann modification at 
a Mach number of 1.00. 

P3?eSS~eS 8t wing-body jUXYtiOn.- A comparison of pressure distri- 
butions at the wing-body junctions for the various models at zero angle 
of attack is presented in figure 11. The pressure distribution near the 
wing root of the basic model is considered to be urIf8vor8ble since the 
point of minimum pressure is far aft of the mid-chord station with the 
probable result that the isobars of the swept wing have little or no 
sweep near the wing root. The loss of awee-p for the isobars is thought 
to be undesirable 8t high subsonic speed5 since critical conditions 
seem to depend not on the total velocities, but on the velocity compo- 
nents in the direction of the pressure gradients (that is, normalto the 
isobars). 

I 
r 

-_ 
r 

The slight body modification of model 1 did much to correct the 
unfavorable distribution. The area-rule and Kuchedaann modifications 
gave somewhat siml~..pr~ss.~e.die~ribut_ions at the root chord throughout .-- - . . . . . -.. - .-.-. 
the speed range. However, the pressure5 for the Kuchemann modification 
indicate that a region of high VelOCit& appeared at high subsonic Mach 
numbers just downstream of the root trailing edge. This region of high 
induced velocities was the result of 8 sudden increase in body radius 
due to the 8bmtptneSS with which the Kuchemsnn .modLfication W&B terminated 
near .the trailing edge. It seems from thie Investigation that Kuchemann's 
method should be -extended30 as.to take into account disturbances forward 
and aft of the wing root. 
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GENERALDISCUSSION 
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It should be emphasized that the area-rule and Kuchemann modifi- 
cations to the basic body shape were based on entirely different con- 
cepts. The szearule (design Mxhnumber 1.00) w8s applied inan 
8ttetqt to minimbe the formation of wave drag; the Kuchemsnn procedzrre 
(design Mach number 0.87) wa5 applied in 821 attem&sb to obtain the a8me 
flow near the root of the wing as that for the Fnfinite yawed wing Fn 
order to realize the full benefit of sweep and consequently to obtain 
the highest possible drag-divergence Mach number. 

The change in body shape for the 5rea-rule model was consider8ble 
because of the large thkknesa-to-chord ratio of the wing, and the 
indent8tion occurred along a lnajor port&on of the body length due to 
the sweepba& of the wing. The Kuchemann modification altered the b8Sic 
body shape only in the ticFnfty of the junction, the modification termi- 
nating rather abruptly at the junction trailing edge. 

* 
c 

I 

The experimentaldatahave shownthatboththeKuchem8nn5ndthe 
area-rule .&ficatfons resulted in considerably improved aerodynamic 
characteristics, not only at the respective design Mach numbers but 
also throughout the transonic speed range. The zero-lift &a& results 
(fig. B(a)) were someWhat surprising in that the area-rule model had 
the least drag at high aubaonic Mach numbers while the Kuchemann model 
had the least drag at supersonic Mach numbers - a result contrary to 
what might be expected from the bases on which these modifications were 
designed. Although it is realized that insufficient pressure data were 
obtaFned to assess accur8tel.y the effects of the two body modificationa, 
some conclusions can be made from the limited pressure d5ta presented 
in figures 10 and II. 

To begin tith, it is interesting to note the probable location of 
the shock ne5r the wing mid-s&span 85 indicated by the pressure data 
in figure 10. At Mach numbers of 0.87, 0.90, and 0.94, for the Kuchemann 
model the shock appeared to be behind the locatfon for the srea-rule 
model but at Mach numbers of 1.00 and 1.06 the respective locations 
seemed to be reversed. The wing pressure distribution5 shown in fig- 
ure 10 provide some k5igh-t to the probable reasons why the area-rule 
model had the least drag at high subsonic speed5 whfle the Kuchemann 
model had the least drag at supersonic speeds. 

.- . 

At the w&xg-body junction the pressure distribution5 were quite 
sLmU.ar for the two models (fig. 11). Howevw, a region of high 
velocities appeared on the body downstream of the junction for the 
Kuchemannmodel. JudgFng from the presEnzre distributions, this region 
ter&nated fn a shock wave at Mxh number5 of 0.90 and 0.94. 
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The considerably higher lift-curve slopes obtained by the Kuchemann 
model at transonic speeds (fig. 9) are believed to be due largely to the 
annular bump on the body mentioned above since an examination of wing 
pressure distributions at small angles of attack (not presented in this 
report) showed that the Kuchemsnn model had co:n&.erably higher loading 
near the junction traiUng edge due primarily to more positive pressures -.. 
on the wing lower surface. 

CONCUTDIRY: REMARKS 

These tests show that important improvements in the aerodynamic 
characteristics at transotic speeds of a m-body combination eruploy- 
ing a thick swept wing of large aspect ratio can be obtained by modifi- 
cations to the body shape. 

In these experiments, the Kuchemann modification resulted ti 
superior aerodynamic characteristics except with regard to zero-lift 
drag at high subsonic Mach numbers where the area-rule .modification 
gave superior results. However, ~little diff-erence between the two 
models was observed at 0.3 lift coefficient. 

. 

A greater reduct$on of the z.ero-lift drag at high subsonfc Mach ‘ 
numbers than that for the model designed by the Kuchemann method is 1 
believed possible ifmore careful attention is given to the termination 
of the body modification neer the trailing edge of the wing so as to 
avo?d large body-induced velocities just downstream of the wing-body 
junction. However, a more .gradual downstream termination of the 
Kuchemann modification might eliminate part of the drag reduction at 
the supersonic Mach numbers. 

# 

Ames Aeronautical Iaboratory 
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautica 

kffett Field, Calif., Feb. 21, 1955 

h 
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(a) Basic model; 
-19246.1 

Figure l.- Photographs of the models. 
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(c) Model 2 (Kuche-). A-19632.1 

. 
I 

c 

(d) Model 3 (area rule). A-19269.1 
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(a) l3nsJc model. 

wing prwwE orlflms 
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(d) Model 3 (area rule). (b) Model I. 

Figure 2,” Plan form13 of the models. 
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-- o-- Calculated perturbation vetocity induced by the Kuchemann 
body modification, MdeS = 0.87. 

Megative of the colcufated distortion velocity at the 
junction chord (see Appendix of ref. 81. 
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Figure 4.- Compazfson of velocities induced by the Kuchemaun body 
modification with the negative of the distortion velocities at the 
junction chord. 
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Figure 6.- VarTatLon of Reyn0ld.s number tith Mach number. 
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